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Abstract
We study string theory on the pp-wave geometry obtained by taking the Penrose limit
around a certain null geodesic of the non-supersymmetric Schrödinger background.
We solve for the spectrum of bosonic excitations and find compelling agreement with
the dispersion relation of the giant magnons in the Schrödinger background obtained
previously in [47]. Inspired by the pp-wave spectrum we conjecture an exact in the
t’Hooft coupling dispersion relation for themagnons in the original Schrödinger back-
ground. We show that the pp-wave background admits exactly 16 Killing spinors. We
use the explicit form of the latter in order to derive the supersymmetry algebra of
the background which explicitly depends on the deformation parameter. Its bosonic
subalgebra is of the Newton–Hooke type.
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1 Introduction
The complete characterization of any conformal field theory (CFT) can be achieved by
the knowledge of two pieces of information. The first one is the set of the theory’s
primary operators and their conformal dimensions. The latter can be read from the
two-point correlation functions. The second piece needed is the structure constants
coefficients which specify the operator product expansion (OPE) of two primary op-
erators and which can be read from the three-point correlation functions. All higher
1
point correlation functions can, in principle, be determined from these data. The afore-
mentioned correlation functions are usually calculated order by order in perturbation
theory as a series of one or more parameters, the couplings of the theory. Calculat-
ing the observables of the theory at large values of the coupling constants or as an
exact function of the couplings is, indeed, a rare occasion. Such an occasion is that
of the maximally supersymmetric gauge theory in four dimensions, N = 4 Super
Yang-Mills (SYM). This is one of the most thoroughly studied CFTs mainly due to its
duality with type-IIB string theory on the AdS5 × S5 background [1]. Exploiting the
key feature of integrability which the theory possesses, an intense activity took place
allowing the determination of its planar spectrum for any value of the ’t Hooft cou-
pling λ. This was achieved by the use of a variety of integrability based techniques
ranging from the asymptotic Bethe ansatz [2] and the thermodynamic Bethe ansatz [3]
to the Y-system [4] (for a detailed review on these techniques see [5]).
On the contrary, less is known about the structure constants of the theory. The
main obstacle is that for the calculation of the three-point functions the exact form
of the eigenstates of the dilatation operator is also needed [6–8]. Systematic studies
of three-point correlators involving non-BPS operators were performed in [9–12] by
computing the corrections arising from both the planar one-loop Feynman diagrams
and the correct form of the one-loop eigenstates [12, 7]. Alternatively, one may resort
to the string theory side in order to extract information about non-protected OPE coef-
ficients. However, this is intricate because in the supergravity limit all non-protected
operators acquire large anomalous dimensions and decouple. Nevertheless, there is
a particularly useful and interesting limit in which one can extract information about
structure constants involving non-BPS operators. This is the BMN limit [13] in which
one focuses on operators with large R-charge. These operators are dual to string states
propagating in the pp-wave limit of the AdS5 × S5 background. Different proposals
concerning the form of the cubic string Hamiltonian had been put forward in [14–16].
The issue of how to correctly relate the string amplitudes obtained from the pp-wave
cubic Hamiltonian to the structure constants of theN = 4 SYM was settled in [17,18].
This was accomplished by combining a number of results available from both the
string and the field theory sides [19–22].1More recently certain, non-perturbative in
1Furthermore, using coordinate and algebraic Bethe ansatz techniques the entanglement entropy of
the N = 4 SYM spin chain was studied in [23]. An exact expression for the entanglement entropy of a
state with two excitations in the BMN limit was also derived in this work.
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nature, methods for bootstrapping three-point correlators were developed in [24–27].
In addition, by exploiting the AdS/CFT correspondence, the strong coupling result
for three-point correlators involving three heavy states in the SU(2) or the SL(2) sub-
sectors was obtained in [28, 29]. This was accomplished by calculating the area of the
corresponding minimal surface through Pohlmeyer reduction. Another front where
some progress has been made is the one where the three-point correlator involves two
non-protected operators that are dual to classical string solutions and one light state.
The strong coupling result for this kind of three-point functions can be obtained by in-
tegrating the vertex operator of the light state over the classical surface that describes
the free propagation of the heavy state from one point on the boundary of AdS5 to
another [30–35].
Recently, the identification of integrable deformations of the original AdS/CFT
correspondence has attracted a lot of attention. One consequence of the deformation
is that supersymmetry is partially or completely broken. A case where the effect of
the deformation is more radical is the correspondence between a certain Schrödinger
spacetime and its dual null-dipole deformed conformal field theory [36–38]. The the-
ory on the gravity side [39] is a solution of the type-IIB equations of motion and can
more easily be obtained from the AdS5 × S5 geometry through a solution generat-
ing technique known as T-s-T transformation. One starts by performing an Abelian
T-duality along one of the isometries of the five-sphere S5 followed by a shift along
one of the light-like directions of the AdS5 boundary and then performing a second T-
duality along the coordinate of the sphere dualized initially. The background resulting
from this procedure is called Sch5 × S5 and is non-supersymmetric. The holographic
dual field theory is also non-supersymmetric and realizes the Schrödinger symmetry
algebra as its symmetry group. This field theory dual can be obtained by introduc-
ing in the N = 4 SYM Lagrangian the appropriate ⋆-product, which can be identified
with the corresponding Drinfeld–Reshetikhin twist of the underlying integrable struc-
ture of the undeformed theory, that is of the N = 4 SYM [40–44]. Consequently, the
deformed theory is fully integrable and its integrability properties are inherited from
the parentN = 4 SYM.
Compared to the original AdS/CFT scenario very few observables have been cal-
culated in the deformed version of the correspondence. In particular, in [45] and [46]
two, three and n-point correlation functions of scalar operators were calculated using
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the gravity side of the correspondence. It is important to stress that all these operators
correspond to point-like strings propagating in the Sch5 × S5 background. Extended
dyonic giant magnon and spike solutions and their dispersion relations were found
in [47].2 Their existence is in complete agreement with the fact that the theory remains
integrable. In the same work an exact in the coupling λ expression for the dimen-
sions of the gauge operators dual to the giant magnon solution was conjectured. In
the present work this is further improved in section 4 in such a way that it is in perfect
agreement with the string spectrum in the pp-wave limit. Furthermore, in the large J
limit agreement was found between this expression and the one-loop anomalous di-
mension of BMN-like operators providing further evidence in favor of the correspon-
dence. On the field theory side, only the one-loop spectrum of operators belonging in
a SL(2) closed sub-sector has been studied [49] and the authors found agreement of
the one-loop anomalous dimensions of certain long operators with the string theory
prediction (see also [50]).
Subsequently, the Schrödinger background was utilized in order to calculate, using
holography, three-point functions involving two heavy operators and a light one [51].
The light operator was chosen to be one of the dilaton modes while the heavy states
were either generalizations of the giant magnon or spike solutions constructed in [47].
These results are the first in the literature where the heavy states described by ex-
tended string solutions participate in three-point correlation functions. The results
of [51] give the leading term of the correlators in the large λ expansion and are in
complete agreement with the form of the correlator dictated by non-relativistic con-
formal invariance. Finally, pulsating strings solutions in the Schrödinger background
were recently found in [52].
The aim of this work is to study string theory on the pp-wave limit of the Schrö-
dinger background. The Penrose limit of the full geometry is taken around the null
geodesic presented in [49]. The plan of the paper is as follows. In section 2, we take
the Penrose limit around the aforementioned null geodesic to obtain the pp-wave ge-
ometry which after a coordinate transformation is brought to the Brinkmann form.
The corresponding mass matrix does depend explicitly on the light cone variable. In
section 3, we study the spectrum of the bosonic strings in the light-cone by deriv-
ing and solving the string equations of motion. It so happens, that string theory on
2Giant-magnon like solutions with a different dispersion relation were studied in [48].
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the pp-wave background is exactly solvable. The energies of the string excitations
provide the exact in the effective coupling λ′ = λ
J2
dimensions of certain operators
which have large R-charge equal to J. In section 4, we show that two of the eigen-
frequencies of the bosonic spectrum derived in the previous section are in complete
agreement with the dispersion relation of the giant magnon solution in the original
background [47, 51], that is before taking the pp-wave limit. Subsequently, inspired
by the pp-wave spectrum we conjecture an exact in the t’Hooft coupling dispersion
relation for the magnons in the original Schrödinger background. Building on the
supersymmetry analysis of the appendix A, we subsequently derive in section 5 the
supersymmetry algebra of the background which depends explicitly on the deforma-
tion parameter µ. We provide all (anti-)commutation relations among the 17 bosonic
and 16 fermionic generators. We conclude the paper, in section 6. In the appendix A,
we focus on the supersymmetry of the pp-wave background and find that it admits
16 Killing spinors which we explicitly write does and no more.
2 PP-wave limit of the Schrödinger geometry
In this section, we review the Schrödinger solution and take the Penrose limit around
the null geodesic of [49], to obtain the pp-wave geometry. We will start by considering
the following ten-dimensional Sch5 × S5 solution [36–38]
ds2 = −
(
1 +
µ2
Z4
)
dT2
+
1
Z2
(
2 dT dV + dZ2 + dX21 + dX
2
2 − (X21 + X22)dT2
)
+ ds2S5 ,
(2.1)
with the S5 metric is written an a fiber over CP2 as
ds2S5 = (dχ+ω)
2 + ds2
CP2 , ds
2
CP2 = dη
2 + sin2 η
(
Σ21 + Σ
2
2 + cos
2 η Σ23
)
, (2.2)
where the Maurer–Cartan one-forms Σi, i = 1, 2, 3 and ω explicitly given by
Σ1 ≡ 12(cos ψ dθ − sinψ sin θ dφ) , Σ2 ≡
1
2
(sinψ dθ + cosψ sin θ dφ) ,
Σ3 ≡ 1
2
(dψ− cos θ dφ) , ω ≡ sin2 η Σ3 .
(2.3)
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Note that dΣi = ǫijkΣj ∧ Σk . The metric is supplemented with the following NS two-
form
B2 =
µ
Z2
dT ∧ (dχ+ ω) , (2.4)
as well as with the RR five-form
F5 =
4
Z5
dT ∧ dV ∧ dZ ∧ dX1 ∧ dX2 + 4 cos η sin3 η dη ∧ Σ1 ∧ Σ2 ∧ Σ3 ∧ dχ . (2.5)
Let us mention here that the above background is non-supersymmetric.
Now we expand around the null geodesic that is presented in [49], by considering
the following ansatz for the coordinates of the metric (2.1)
T = κ u , χ = ω u +
W
L
+
1
ω
v
L2
, Z =
√
κ
m
(
1+
Z˜
L
)
,
V = µ2mu− ω
m
W
L
, Xi =
√
κ
m
Yi
L
, η =
η˜
L
.
(2.6)
The parameters κ, ω and µ are constraint due to the fact that the geodesic we use is
null. Explicitly,
κ2 = µ2 m2 +ω2 . (2.7)
Taking the limit L → ∞, the pp-wave background takes the following form
ds2 = 2 du dv + dW2 + dY21 + dY
2
2 + dZ˜
2 + dη˜2 + η˜2
(
Σ21 + Σ
2
2 + Σ
2
3
)
−
(
ω2(Y21 + Y
2
2 ) + µ
2m2
(
Y21 + Y
2
2 + 4Z˜
2
) )
du2 + 2ω
(
2Z˜dW + η˜2 Σ3
)
du .
(2.8)
The corresponding expressions for H3 and F5 are
H3 = −2 µm
(
dW ∧ dZ˜ + η˜ dη˜ ∧ Σ3 + η˜2Σ1 ∧ Σ2
)
∧ du ,
F5 = 4ω
(
dY1 ∧ dY2 ∧ dZ˜ ∧ dW + η˜3dη˜ ∧ Σ1 ∧ Σ2 ∧ Σ3
)
∧ du .
(2.9)
Changing notation and introducing Cartesian coordinates as
{
Z˜, W˜,Y1,Y2
} 7→ {y1, y2, y3, y4} , dη˜2 + η˜2 3∑
i=1
Σ2i ≡
8
∑
i=5
dy2i , (2.10)
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enables to rewrite the pp-wave background in the following form
ds2 = 2 du dv−
(
ω2
(
y23 + y
2
4
)
+ µ2m2
(
y23 + y
2
4 + 4y
2
1
) )
du2
+
8
∑
i=1
dy2i + 2ω
(
2y1 dy2 + y5 dy6 − y6 dy5 + y7 dy8 − y8 dy7
)
du ,
(2.11)
with the NS and the RR forms obtaining the following forms
H3 = 2µm
(
dy1 ∧ dy2 − dy5 ∧ dy6 − dy7 ∧ dy8
)
∧ du ,
F5 = 4ω
(
dy1 ∧ dy2 ∧ dy3 ∧ dy4 + dy5 ∧ dy6 ∧ dy7 ∧ dy8
)
∧ du .
(2.12)
The B-field whose exterior derivative reproduces the above H3 reads
B = 2µmdu ∧
(
− y1 ∧ dy2 + y5 ∧ dy6 + y7 ∧ dy8
)
. (2.13)
Next we perform the following change of variables
v → v−ω y1 y2 . (2.14)
While H3 and F5 remain the same, the metric changes slightly and becomes
ds2 = 2dudv−
[
ω2
(
y23 + y
2
4
)
+ µ2m2
(
y23 + y
2
4 + 4y
2
1
) ]
du2 +
8
∑
i=1
dy2i
+ 2ω
(
y1dy2 − y2dy1 + y5dy6 − y6dy5 + y7dy8 − y8dy7
)
du .
(2.15)
Finally, in each of the three planes (y1, y2), (y5, y6) and (y7, y8), we change variables
from Cartesian to polar coordinates. Picking (y1, y2) we have for the corresponding
terms in the above metric that
dy21 + dy
2
2 + 2ω
(
y1dy2 − y2dy1
)
du = dρ2 + ρ2 (dφ+ωdu)2− ω2ρ2du2
= dy′21 + dy
′2
2 − ω2
(
dy′21 + y
′2
2
)
du2 ,
(2.16)
where in the last step we return to Cartesian coordinates, but with an angle φ′ ≡
φ+ ωu. Next we drop the primes in our notation. Since there is a term containing y21
in the first line of (2.15), we need to express the angle φ as a function of φ′ and u and
consequently in terms of y1 and y2. We perform a similar change of variable in the
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planes (y5, y6) and (y7, y8) as well. The above variable change enables us to get rid
of the dy du-terms in the metric. Thus, the Brinkmann form of the pp-wave metric for
the Schrödinger geometry is finally given by
ds2 = 2dudv +Hdu2 +
8
∑
i=1
dy2i , (2.17)
whereH is the following function of u and the coordinates yi’s
H ≡ −ω2
8
∑
i=1
y2i − µ2m2
(
4 (y1 cosωu + y2 sinωu)
2 + y23 + y
2
4
)
. (2.18)
The forms H3 and F5 remain unaffected under the change of variables from Cartesian
to polar and back to Cartesian and are still given by (2.12). To eliminate the cross terms
dyi du and bring the metric in the Brinkmann form, we have inserted u-dependence in
the coefficient of du2. Such a dependence was also observed in other kinds of defor-
mations of the AdS5 × S5 background, as in [53, 54].
3 Bosonic spectrum
In this section we calculate the spectrum of the closed strings propagating in the back-
ground given by (2.17) and (2.13). We use the Brinkmann form of the background to
analyze the spectrum which will be possible to explicitly compute, despite the explicit
dependence of the metric coefficients on the coordinate u. The aim is to compare the
eigenfrequencies with the dispersion relation of the giant magnon in the initial back-
ground (see [47, 51]) in the common range of validity.
To comply with standard notation we will use the symbol X+ instead of u. The
bosonic string action reads
S = −
√
λ
2
∫
d2σ
2π
√
γ
(
γαβ∂αX
µ∂βX
νGµν − ǫαβ∂αXµ∂βXνBµν
)
, (3.1)
where γαβ = diag(−1, 1) and ǫ01 = 1. Note also that λ = RL4/α′2 = 1/α′2 (we set
the S5 radius R to unity). Choosing the light-cone gauge X+ = α′p+τ, the Virasoro
constraints will determine X− in terms of the eight remaining physical degrees of
freedom. In addition, it turns out that it is notationally convenient to rescale theworld-
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sheet variables as τ → τ/(α′p+) and σ → σ/(α′p+). This changes the periodicity of
σ from 2π to 2πα′p+. As a result, the action governing the dynamics of the physical
degrees of freedom becomes
S =
1
4πα′
∫
d2σ
[
8
∑
i=1
(
(∂τyi)
2 − (∂σyi)2
)
−W1 + 4µmW2
]
, (3.2)
whereW1 andW2 are the following functions of the transverse coordinates yi and τ
W1 = ω2
8
∑
i=1
y2i + µ
2m2
(
4(y1 cosωτ + y2 sinωτ)
2 + y23 + y
2
4
)
,
W2 = y1 ∂σy2 − y5 ∂σy6 − y7 ∂σy8 .
(3.3)
From this action one can derive the equations of motion for the 8 physical coordinates.
The equations of motion for both y3 and y4 are decoupled for the rest and can be
solved independently
△y3,4 −
(
ω2 + µ2m2
)
y3,4 = 0 , △ = −∂2τ + ∂2σ . (3.4)
The equations of motion for the physical coordinates y5 and y6 are coupled in the
following system
△y5 −ω2y5 − 2µm ∂σy6 = 0 ,
△y6 −ω2y6 + 2µm ∂σy5 = 0 .
(3.5)
The system of equations for y7 and y8 is identical to that for y5 and y6.
The equations of motion for the physical coordinates y1 and y2 are coupled and
depend on τ. In order to eliminate the explicit τ dependencewe perform the following
rotation of the coordinates y1 and y2(
y1
y2
)
=
(
cosωτ − sinωτ
sinωτ cosωτ
)(
y˜1
y˜2
)
. (3.6)
The the y˜i’s obey the system
△y˜1 + 2ω ∂τ y˜2 + 2µm ∂σy˜2 − 4µ2m2y˜1 = 0 ,
△y˜2 − 2ω ∂τ y˜1 − 2µm ∂σy˜1 = 0 .
(3.7)
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3.1 Solving the equations of motion
We start with the equations of motion for y3 and y4. Clearly (3.4) is solved by
ya =
√
α′
2
∞
∑
n=1
1√
ω
(34)
n
[
αan e
− i
α′p+
(
ω
(34)
n τ+nσ
)
+ βan e
− i
α′p+
(
ω
(34)
n τ−nσ
)
+ αa†n e
i
α′p+
(
ω
(34)
n τ+nσ
)
+ βa†n e
i
α′p+
(
ω
(34)
n τ−nσ
)]
, a = 3, 4 ,
(3.8)
which is indeed periodic in σ. The frequencies are
ω
(34)
n =
√
n2 + α′2 p+2 (ω2 + µ2 m2) . (3.9)
The arbitrary coefficients αan, β
a
n, α
a†
n and β
a†
n will become operators when we quantize
the system. Let’s mention that in (3.8) we have not included for simplicity the zero
mode contribution to the most general solution since it is irrelevant for our consider-
ations later in the paper. We will do the same for the solutions below for the other
transverse coordinates. The canonical momenta associated to the ya’s are calculated
from the Lagrangian and read
πa =
1
2πα′
∂τya , a = 3, 4 . (3.10)
Imposing the usual equal-time commutation relations
[
ya(τ, σ),πb(τ, σ
′)
]
= iδabδ(σ−σ′) ,[
ya(τ, σ), yb(τ, σ
′)
]
=
[
πa(τ, σ),πb(τ, σ
′)
]
= 0 ,
(3.11)
leads to [
αan, α
b†
n
]
=
[
βan, β
b†
n
]
= δabδmn . (3.12)
Since they are appropriately normalized they have the usual interpretation as creation
and annihilation operators. Note that the inclusion of the zero mode in the solution
(3.8) is necessary to pass from (3.11) to (3.12).
Next, we consider the light-cone Hamiltonian density, which is the conjugate mo-
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mentum to the light-cone time X+. The contribution to this from the fields ya is
Hal.c. =
1
4πα′
∫ 2πα′p+
0
dσ
[
(∂τya)
2 + (∂σya)
2 +
(
ω2 + µ2m2
)
y2a
]
. (3.13)
Substituting (3.8) into (3.13) and integrating over σ we arrive to following expression
Hal.c. = H
a
0 +
1
α′ p+
∞
∑
n=1
ω
(34)
n
(
αa†n α
a
n + β
a†
n β
a
n
)
+
1
α′ p+
∞
∑
n=1
ω
(34)
n , (3.14)
where Ha0 is the zero-mode contribution and the last term contains the zero point en-
ergy.
Consider next the system of equations for y5 and y6. To decouple them we intro-
duce a new set of coordinates which are complex conjugates to each other and given
by
y±56 = y5 ± iy6 . (3.15)
Inverting (3.15) and substituting in (3.5) we obtain the following set of decoupled
equations for the new coordinates y±56
△y±56 −ω2y±56 ± 2iµm ∂σy±56 = 0 . (3.16)
The solution is given for
y+56 =
√
α′
∞
∑
n=1
[
α5†n
e
+ i
α′p+
(
ω
(+)
n τ+nσ
)
√
ω
(+)
n
+ α6n
e
− i
α′p+
(
ω
(+)
n τ−nσ
)
√
ω
(+)
n
+ β5†n
e
+ i
α′p+
(
ω
(−)
n τ−nσ
)
√
ω
(−)
n
+ β6n
e
− i
α′p+
(
ω
(−)
n τ+nσ
)
√
ω
(−)
n
]
,
(3.17)
whereas y−56 is given by the conjugate expression and the frequencies by
ω
(±)
n =
√
n2 + α′2p+2ω2 ± 2nα′p+µm . (3.18)
The eight arbitrary coefficients α5n, α
6
n, β
5
n, β
6
n, α
5†
n , α
6†
n , β
5†
n and β
6†
n will become opera-
tors as we quantize the system. The canonical momenta associated with the fields y5
and y6 are given by (3.10) for a = 5, 6. Imposing the usual equal-time commutation
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relations the fields are promoted to operators
[
α5n, α
5†
n
]
=
[
α6n, α
6†
n
]
=
[
β5n, β
5†
n
]
=
[
β6n, β
6†
n
]
= δmn . (3.19)
The light-cone Hamiltonian density, after setting to zero all the fields except y5 and y6
and rescaling τ and σ, is
H56l.c. =
1
4πα′
∫ 2πα′p+
0
dσ
[
6
∑
i=5
[
(∂τyi)
2 + (∂σyi)
2 +ω2y2i
]
+ 4µmy5∂σy6
]
. (3.20)
Substituting the solution into (3.20) and integrating over σ we arrive to following ex-
pression
H56l.c. = H
56
0 +
1
α′p+
∞
∑
n=1
ω
(+)
n
(
α5†n α
5
n + α
6†
n α
6
n
)
+
1
α′p+
∞
∑
n=1
(
ω
(+)
n + ω
(−)
n
)
+
1
α′p+
∞
∑
n=1
ω
(−)
n
(
β5†n β
5
n + β
6†
n β
6
n
)
.
(3.21)
where H560 is the zero-mode contribution.
Although in general it is taken for granted (at least when dealing with decoupled
modes), it is not obvious a priori that the coefficient of the number operator α
p †
n α
p
n (or
β
p †
n β
p
n) in the light-cone Hamiltonian (3.21) would be the corresponding frequency.
We can think of the frequencies as the exact quanta of energy that are needed to create
the corresponding modes.
Finally we turn briefly to the system of equations for y1 and y2 by introducing the
ansatz
y1 =
+∞
∑
n=−∞
αne
−i
(
ω
(12)
n τ+nσ
)
, y2 =
+∞
∑
n=−∞
βne
−i
(
ω
(12)
n τ+nσ
)
, (3.22)
where αn and βn are constants. Substituting the ansatz (3.22) into the coupled system
of equations for y1 and y2 in (3.7), we arrive at a homogeneous algebraic coupled
system for the constants αn and βn. Imposing that the corresponding determinant
vanishes, we arrive at the following depressed quartic equation for the frequencies
ω
(12)
n
(ω
(12)
n )
4 + γ2 (ω
(12)
n )
2 + γ1ω
(12)
n + γ0 = 0 , (3.23)
12
where
γ2 = −2
[
n2 + 2 α′2p+2
(
ω2 + µ2 m2
) ]
,
γ1 = −8nµmωα′2p+2 , γ0 = n4 .
(3.24)
It is possible to solve analytically (3.23) and determine the frequencies along the direc-
tions y1 and y2. We have that
ω
(12)
n = −S1 ± 1
2
√
−4 S21 − 2γ2 +
γ1
S1
, ω
(12)
n = S1 ± 1
2
√
−4 S21 − 2γ2 −
γ1
S1
, (3.25)
where
S1 =
1
2
√
− 2
3
γ2 +
1
3
(
Q1 +
∆0
Q1
)
, Q31 =
1
2
[
∆1 +
√
∆21 − 4∆30
]
, (3.26)
with
∆1 = 2γ
3
2 + 27γ
2
1 − 72γ2 γ0 & ∆0 = γ22 + 12γ0 . (3.27)
Since the cubic term in (3.23) is absent, the sum of the frequencies in (3.25) is zero.
In principle after determining the frequencies in (3.25) we have to follow the same
path as before; analytically write the form of the solution, impose the proper equal
time commutation relations, define the standard normalized creation and annihilation
operators and finally substitute the solution into the light-cone Hamiltonian density
to read the coefficients of the number operators.
4 PP-wave spectrum and dispersion of the giant magnon
In this section, we will show that two of the eigenfrequencies of the bosonic spectrum
derived in the previous section is in complete agreement with the dispersion relation
of the giant magnon solution in the original background, that is before taking the pp-
wave limit. This solution was derived in [47] and further studied in [51].
The dispersion relation of the giant magnon solution in the Schrödinger back-
ground reads
√
E2 − µ2M2 − J =
√
1+
λ
π2
sin2
p
2
=
√
1+
λ n2
J2
+ · · · . (4.1)
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Notice that the unit under the square root can not be reproduced from the classical
string theory computation which gives the dispersion relation for λ ≫ 1, but we
have included it for completeness. Furthermore, the last equality holds in the limit
of small worldsheet momenta, that is p = 2πnJ , n ∈ Z and J, λ → ∞, keeping the
combination λ
J2
fixed. The dots denote subleading in the large J expansion terms. At
first sight it seems unlikely to be able to reproduce this expression from the pp-wave
limit geometry. The reason is that the light-cone string Hamiltonian is linear in the
generators E, M and J, while the left hand side of (4.1) is nonlinear due to the presence
of the square root. Indeed,
Hl.c. ≡ p− = p+ = i ∂∂x+ = i
[
κ
∂
∂T
+ ω
∂
∂χ
+ µ2m
∂
∂V
]
. (4.2)
Taking now into account that the conserved charges in the original Schrödinger back-
ground are given by
E = i
∂
∂T
, J = − i ∂
∂χ
, M = − i ∂
∂V
, (4.3)
we get the following expression for the light-cone Hamiltonian in terms of the con-
served charges of the original spacetime
Hl.c. = κE−ωJ − µ2mM . (4.4)
Furthermore, the light-cone momentum is given by
α′p+ = α′p− = −iα′ ∂
∂x−
= −i α
′
ωL2
∂
∂χ
=
J√
λ
, (4.5)
where and in order to simplify the notation we have set ω = 1 and we have used the
relation between the radius L and the ’t Hooft coupling λ, that is L2/α′ =
√
λ.
By identifying the light-cone Hamiltonian (4.4) with the energy of a single string
excitation given by (3.18), i.e. Hl.c. = ω
±
n , we get that
κ
√
λE− µ2m√λM
J
−
√
λ =
√
1+
n2λ
J2
± 2nµm
√
λ
J
, (4.6)
which is still different looking from (4.1). To bring (4.6) to that form we write the
energy, angular moment and particle number of the string moving on the pp-wave
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geometry as the corresponding quantities of the point-like BMN particle [49, 47] plus
corrections of order O(λ0), namely
E =
√
λκ + ǫ1 , J =
√
λ+ j1 , M =
√
λm + m1 . (4.7)
The next step consists of writing the quantities
√
λκ,
√
λ and
√
λm in terms of E, J and
M and substitute these expressions in (4.6) to obtain
E2 − µ2M2
J
− J −Y1 =
√
1+
n2λ
J2
± 2nµm
√
λ
J
, (4.8)
where Y1 collects the terms involving ǫ1, j1 and m1, defined as
Y1 =
ǫ1E− µ2Mm1
J
− j1 . (4.9)
The last step is to derive the expression for J in terms of E, ǫ1, M, m1 and j1. This can
be done by plugging (4.7) in (2.7) to get
E2 − µ2M2 − J2 = Z ,
Z = 2
(
ǫ1κ
√
λ−
√
λj1 − µ2m
√
λm1
)
+ ǫ21 − j21 − µ2m21 .
(4.10)
The last equation can now be solved for J to give
J =
√
E2 − µ2M2
[
1− 1
2
Z
E2 − µ2M2
]
. (4.11)
To derive the last equation we have approximated
√
1− Z
E2−µ2M2 by 1 − 12 ZE2−µ2M2 ,
since Z is of O(√λ) while E2 − µ2M2 is of O(λ).
The result for J should be substituted in (4.8) to give
√
E2 − µ2M2 − J =
√
1+
n2λ
J2
± 2nµm
√
λ
J
+W , (4.12)
with
W = 1
2 J
(
ǫ21 − j21 − µ2 m21
)
+
Z2
4 J (Z + J2)
. (4.13)
Note thatW in (4.12) should be ignored since it scales as 1/J and it becomes zero in
the strict J infinity limit in which the giant magnon is defined. In addition, if ones
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wishes to compare (4.12) with the dispersion relation of the giant magnon (4.1) in the
original background one should also ignore the third term in the square root of the
right hand side of (4.12). The reason is that in the large λ limit the aforementioned
term scales as
√
λ and is thus suppressed with respect to the previous term under the
square root. In order to find this contribution in the original Schrödinger background
one should calculate the α′ corrections to the dispersion relation (4.1)
Finally, one may perform the analysis of this section for the eigenfrequency (3.9).
The result is again in agreement with the dispersion relation of the giant magnon in the
original Schrödinger background (4.1). We, thus, see that the BMN spectrum carries
more refined information compared to the strong coupling result of (4.1).
We close this section by making a speculation for the exact in λ dispersion relation
of the magnon excitations in the original Schrödinger background. Inspired by the
form of the PP-wave spectrum it is plausible to conjecture that the exact dispersion
relation corresponding to (3.9) is
√
E2 − µ2M2 − J =
√
1+ µ2m2 +
λ
π2
sin2
p
2
, J → ∞ , (4.14)
while the one corresponding to (3.18) is
√
E2 − µ2M2 − J =
√
1+
λ
π2
sin2
p
2
+ µm
√
λ
π
sin p , J → ∞ . (4.15)
Indeed, for small values of p = 2πnJ , n ∈ Z one gets (3.9) and (3.18) respectively. It
would be certainly interesting to identify the corresponding field theory operators and
check if their exact in λ conformal dimensions are given by (4.14) and (4.15). Notice
that these dispersion relations can be rewritten in a form relevant for the dual null
dipole CFT by using the relation µ =
√
λ
2π L˜ (see [49]), where L˜ is the parameter enter-
ing the star product that deforms the parent theory, N = 4 SYM. Having done this
equation (4.15) has a correct weak coupling expansion in integer powers of λ.
5 Superalgebra
In this section we present the superalgebra of the pp-wave limit of the Schrödinger
space-time. The supersymmetry algebra consists of 17 bosonic and 16 fermionic gener-
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ators (for the latter see appendix A) whose (anti-)commutation relations are presented
in this section.
5.1 Bosonic subalgebra
We start by deriving the bosonic generators and the corresponding algebra of the type-
IIB supergravity solution in the Brinkmann forms (2.17).
The background is invariant under translation along the light-cone directions x±which
are generated by
P+ = i
∂
∂x+
, P− = i
∂
∂x−
. (5.1)
Furthermore, there are three SO(2) groups associated with rotations in the (y3, y4),
(y5, y6) and (y7, y8) planes. The corresponding generators assume the standard ex-
pressions
Jij = −i
(
yi
∂
∂yj
− yj ∂
∂yi
)
, (i, j) = (3, 4), (5, 6), (7, 8) . (5.2)
There are also 12 additional bosonic generators which can be constructed as follows.
One may readily check that the background of (2.17) and (2.12) is invariant under the
infinitesimal transformations with θi ≪ 1
yi → yi + θi cosωix+ , x− → x− + θi ωi yi sinωix+ , (5.3)
where ωi is the square root of the frequency of the corresponding coordinate in (2.18),
that is
ω23 = ω
2
4 = ω
2 + µ2m2, ω2i = ω
2 i = 5, 6, 7, 8 . (5.4)
The corresponding generators read
Mi = −i
(
cosωix
+ ∂
∂yi
+ωiyi sinωix
+ ∂
∂x−
)
, i = 3, . . . , 8. (5.5)
In a similar way one obtains the following 6 Killing vectors
Ni = −i
(
sinωix
+ ∂
∂yi
− ωiyi cosωix+ ∂∂x−
)
, i = 3, . . . , 8. (5.6)
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which generate the following isometries of the background
yi → yi + θ˜i sinωix+ , x− → x− − θ˜i ωi yi cosωix+ . (5.7)
Thus we have in total 17 Killing vectors, listed below
{
P+ , P− , J34 , J56 , J78 , Mi , Ni
}
for i = 3, . . . , 8. (5.8)
These Killing vectors form a bosonic subalgebra of the full algebra whose non-zero
commutation relations are given below. In particular, the bosonic subalgebra can be
viewed as three copies of the centrally extendedNewton-Hooke algebra [55–57] in two
dimensions but with all three copies sharing the same Hamiltonian P+ and having the
same central extension P−. Each copy is of the form[
P+, Mi
]
= −iωi Ni ,
[
P+, Ni
]
= iωi Mi ,
[
Mi, Nj
]
= −iωiδij P− ,[
Jij, Mk
]
= i
(
δik Mj − δjk Mi
)
,
[
Jij, Nk
]
= i
(
δik Nj − δjk Ni
)
,
(5.9)
where i, j, k ∈ {3, 4} or i, j, k ∈ {5, 6} or i, j, k ∈ {7, 8}, with the corresponding frequen-
cies given by (5.4). Notice also that the above anti-commutation relations depend on
the deformation parameter µ through the frequencies ω3 = ω4. In the next subsec-
tion we will derive the supersymmetric extension of (5.9) which is relevant for our
pp-wave background.
Finally, note also the discrete symmetry the geometry (2.17) and (2.12) is invariant
under a discrete Z2-symmetry, interchanging (y5, y6) and (y7, y8).
5.2 Commutation relations for odd generators
To find the anticommutators between two fermionic generators of the superalgebra,
we need to calculate the expression for the vector V = ǫ¯1Γ
Mǫ2∂M, where ǫ1 = ǫ1(ψ1)
and ǫ2 = ǫ2(ψ2) are Killing spinors, with ψ1 and ψ2 being constant spinors the ǫi’s
depend on. As shown in appendix A, the pp-wave spacetime admits only 16 Killing
spinors and as a result it preserves exactly half of the maximal number of supersym-
metries, the rigid ones. The Killing spinors are independent of the yi coordinates and
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as a result we find that
V = ψ¯1Γ
−ψ2∂− . (5.10)
From this expression it is possible to read off the anticommutators [58]
{
Q,Q
}
= −iΓ−C−1P− , (5.11)
where C is the charge conjugation matrix [59, 58]. Notice that only the generator P−
appears in the right hand side of (5.11) in agreement with the fact that all other bosonic
generators depend on yi while the Killing spinors ǫ and as a result the right hand side
of (5.11) does not. Furthermore, P+ can not either appear in the right hand side of
(5.11) because of the projection Γ+ǫ = 0, which the Killing spinors satisfy. Equation
(5.11) can be written in more detail as
{
Qαi ,Q
β
j
}
= −iδij (Γ− C−1I2)αβ P− , (5.12)
where the indices i, j = 1, . . . , 16 denote the 16 independent supersymmetries while
α, β = 1, . . . , 64 are the spinor indices of
Q =
(
Q(1)
Q(2)
)
. (5.13)
It is known that any pp-wave geometry preserves at least half of the maximal possible
supersymmetries giving rise to the so-called kinematical supercharges [60]. This is
precisely our case with the 16 supercharges satisfying the relation Γ+Q = 0 being
the kinematical ones. These supercharges are not corrected by string interactions and
depend only on the zero modes of the string [61].
5.3 Even-odd commutation relations
To compute the commutator between bosonic and fermionic generators of the super-
algebra, we have to introduce the notion of the spinorial Lie derivative Lξ along a
Killing vector direction ξ [59, 58]
Lξ = ∇ξ + 14∇MξN Γ
MN . (5.14)
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The non-vanishing spinorial Lie derivatives of the Schrödinger Killing spinors are
LP+ǫ(ψ) = ǫ
(
− 1
2
ω
[
Π + Π′
]
σ2ψ+
i
2
µm
[
Γ12 − Γ56 − Γ78
]
σ3ψ
)
(5.15)
and
LJijǫ(ψ) = ǫ
(
1
2
Γijψ
)
, (i, j) = (3, 4), (5, 6), (7, 8) . (5.16)
Using those expressions, the mixed commutators of the superalgebra read
[
P+,Q
]
= −1
2
ω
[
Π + Π′
]
σ2Q +
i
2
µm
[
Γ12 − Γ56 − Γ78
]
σ3Q , (5.17)
where Q is the doublet of (5.13). Written in the basis of complex supercharges (see
(A.5)) one obtains
[
P+,Q
]
=
1
2
ω
[
Π + Π′
]
Q +
i
2
µm
[
Γ12 − Γ56 − Γ78
]
Q∗ ,
[
P+,Q
∗
]
= −1
2
ω
[
Π + Π′
]
Q∗ +
i
2
µm
[
Γ12 − Γ56 − Γ78
]
Q
(5.18)
and [
Jij,Q
]
= − i
2
ΓijQ , (i, j) = (3, 4), (5, 6), (7, 8) , (5.19)
where the generators Q are again the complex Majorana–Weyl spinors. Notice that
the anti-commutation relations (5.18) depend explicitly on the deformation parameter
µ as it also happened with anti-commutators of the boconic subalgebra (5.9).
To the best of our knowledge, the supersymmetry algebra of the pp-wave background
that is written above can not be found in the literature. Certain supersymmetric ex-
tensions of the Newton-Hooke algebra can be found in [62] but these superalgebras
can be obtained as contractions of the AdS5 × S5 background or its pp-wave limit and
in contradistinction to our algebra they do not accommodate the massive parameter µ
appearing in (5.18).
To conclude the analysis, one has to verify the Jacobi identities among the gen-
erators of the superalgebra. Note that this is guaranteed by the construction of the
algebra. However as an example, we present one of the Jacobi identities that is not
satisfied trivially, since there is a term depending on the deformation parameter µ.
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That is we focus on the following Jacobi identity
{[
P+,Q
α
i
]
,Q
β
j
}
−
{[
Q
β
j , P+
]
,Qαi
}
+
[{
Qαi ,Q
β
j
}
, P+
]
= −iδij
(
(Aσ2 + Bσ3)αγ(Γ−C−1I2)γβ + (Aσ2 + Bσ3)βγ(Γ−C−1I2)γα
)
P− ,
(5.20)
whereA = − 12ω
(
Π+Π′
)
andB = i2µm
(
Γ12 − Γ56 − Γ78). In order to pass to the right
hand side of the above equation we have used the fact that the last term in the first line
vanishes since the anticommutator of the Q’s is proportional to P− which then com-
mutes with P+. It is, thus, enough to show that the matrixY = (Aσ2+Bσ3)(Γ−C−1 I2)
is antisymmetric. The 10-dimensional Gamma matrices obey {Γµ, Γν} = 2ηµν, µ, ν =
0, . . . , 9 with ηµν = diag(−1, 1, . . . , 1). We choose a realization of the 10-dimensional
Gamma matrices where all of them have purely imaginary entries and satisfy
(Γ0)T = Γ0 & (Γi)T = −Γi , i = 1, . . . , 9. (5.21)
Furthermore, an explicit realization of the charge conjugation matrix C, which satisfies
the relation C Γµ C−1 = − (Γµ)T, is the following
C =
9
∏
1
Γi . (5.22)
Using the identity Γ−C−1 = −C−1Γ+ and taking the transpose of the matrix Y we get
YT = −(Γ+ I2)T(C−1 I2)T
(−ATσ2 + BTσ3) = −(Γ− I2)(C−1 I2)T(−Aσ2 − Bσ3)
= −(Γ− I2)(C−1 I2)
(Aσ2 + Bσ3) = −(Γ− I2)(Aσ2 + Bσ3)(C−1 I2)
= −(Aσ2 + Bσ3)(Γ− I2)(C−1 I2) = −Y .
(5.23)
In the derivation we have used the explicit expression for the charge conjugation ma-
trix C given above which implies that (C−1)T = −C−1, as well as (5.21). In conclusion,
we have shown that the Jacobi identity (5.20) does, indeed, vanish.
6 Conclusions
In this work we studied string theory on the pp-wave limit of the non-supersymmetric
Schrödinger background. The Penrose limit of the full geometry was taken around the
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null geodesic presented in [49]. We casted the result in the standard Brinkmann form.
Subsequently, we analyzed the spectrum of the bosonic strings in the light-cone gauge
by deriving and solving exactly the string equations of motion even though along two
transverse directions there is dependence on the light cone coordinate u. The ener-
gies of the string excitations provide the exact in the effective coupling λ′ = λ/J2 di-
mensions of certain operators which have large R-charge of O(J). Most importantly,
we showed that two of the eigenfrequencies of the bosonic spectrum are in complete
agreement with the dispersion relation of the giant magnon solution in the original
background [47, 51], that is before taking the pp-wave limit. This agreement provides
further evidence in favor of considering the giant magnons of [47] as fundamental
excitations of the Sch5 × S5 background. The agreement of the two expressions is
rather remarkable given that the left hand side of the giant magnon dispersion relation
(4.1) is non-linear while the light-cone Hamiltonian depends linearly on the genera-
tors of the Schrödinger background before taking the Penrose limit. We showed that
the BMN spectrum carries more refined information compared to the strong coupling
dispersion relation of the giant magnons. Finally, we speculated on the exact in the
t’Hooft coupling dispersion relation of the magnon in the Schrödinger background,
corresponding to two of the eigenfrequencies of the bosonic spectrum.
We have showed that the pp-wave background admits the usual 16 Killing spinors
which we explicitly wrote down. Building on these results, we derived the supersym-
metry algebra of the background which depends explicitly on the deformation param-
eter µ. We have also given all (anti-)commutation relations among the 17 bosonic and
16 fermionic generators which constitute the symmetry superalgebra.
The present work can have several extensions. It would be very interesting to cal-
culate, from the field theory side, the anomalous dimensions of the operators that are
dual to the string excitations on the pp-wave background and see if one gets agree-
ment in the large-J limit. Furthermore, one may calculate the fermionic spectrum and
also try to determine the string field theory cubic Hamiltonian. The later endeavor will
certainly be more difficult than the corresponding construction in the pp-wave geom-
etry of the AdS5 × S5 background, since the number of supersymmetries is reduced
from 32 to 16. This means that the cubic vertex will be much less constrained. Nev-
ertheless, this line of research is worth pursuing because the cubic Hamiltonian will
give information for the 3-string amplitudes, as well as on the proper way of compar-
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ing them to the three-point functions of the corresponding field theory operators. It
would also be amusing to clarify how supersymmetry emerges once one restricts him-
self in the subsector containing only long BMN-like operators. We know that should
be the case since the original Schrödinger background has no supersymmetries at all
while its pp-wave limit possesses 16 supercharges.
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A Supersymmetry of the pp-wave solution
In this appendix we will count the number of supersymmetries preserved by the pp-
wave solution (2.17) and calculate the expression for the Killing spinor. Our conclu-
sion is that the pp-wave background of the non-supersymmetric Schrödinger space-
time preserves exactly 16 supersymmetries with the corresponding Killing spinors
given by (A.36).
The supersymmetric variations of the dilatino and the gravitino are given by the
following expressions
δλ =
1
2
/∂Φǫ− 1
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/Hσ3ǫ+
1
2
eΦ
(
/F1(iσ
2) +
1
12
/F3σ
1
)
ǫ
δψµ = Dµǫ− 1
8
HµνρΓ
νρσ3ǫ− e
Φ
8
(
/F1(iσ
2) +
1
6
/F3σ
1 +
1
2× 5!/F5(iσ
2)
)
Γµǫ ,(A.1)
where we use the notation /Fn ≡ Fi1 ...in Γi1 ...in and
Dµǫ = ∂µǫ+
1
4
ωabµ Γabǫ . (A.2)
The Killing spinor ǫ consists of two Majorana-Weyl spinors ǫ± that can be combined
in a two-component vector of the following form
ǫ =
(
ǫ+
ǫ−
)
(A.3)
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and satisfy the chirality condition Γ11 ǫ = ǫ. Instead of working with the real two-
component spinor of (A.3), we can use complex spinors. If ǫ± are the two components
of the real spinor in (A.3), the complex spinor is
ǫ = ǫ+ + i ǫ− . (A.4)
The rules to pass from one notation to the other are
σ1ǫ 7→ iǫ∗ , σ2ǫ 7→ −ǫ , σ3ǫ 7→ ǫ∗ . (A.5)
To analyze the supersymmetry transformations (A.1) we define the orthonormal basis
e+ = du , e− = dv +
1
2
Hdu , ei = dyi , i = 1, . . . , 8 (A.6)
and in this way the metric becomes
ds2 = 2e+e− +
8
∑
i=1
(ei)2 = ηabe
aeb , (A.7)
where the non-vanishing components of ηab are η+− = η−+ = 1 and ηij = δij. The
non-vanishing components of the spin connection are
ω+i = −ωi+ = ω−i = −ωi− = 12∂iH e
+ (A.8)
and the Ricci tensor has only one non-trivial component
R++ = −1
2
∂i∂iH = 8ω2 + 6µ2m2 . (A.9)
Writing the forms H3 and F5 in frame components, will be useful in the analysis of the
supersymmetry transformations
H3 = 2µme
+ ∧
(
e1 ∧ e2 − e5 ∧ e6 − e7 ∧ e8
)
,
F5 = 4ωe
+ ∧
(
e1 ∧ e2 ∧ e3 ∧ e4 + e5 ∧ e6 ∧ e7 ∧ e8
)
.
(A.10)
Combing the definition for the covariant derivative (A.2) with the explicit expression
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for the spin connection (A.8), it is straightforward to obtain that
D− = ∂− , D+ = ∂+ +
1
4
8
∑
i=1
∂iH Γ−i , Di = ∂i . (A.11)
We define the Γ± matrices as
Γ± ≡ Γ
9 ± Γ0√
2
, (A.12)
with their algebra being
{Γ0, Γ0} = −{Γ9, Γ9} = − 21 with {Γ0, Γ9} = 0 (A.13)
and this guarantees that
(
Γ±
)2
= 0.
A.1 Dilatino equation
The analysis will begin with the dilatino equation. Plugging all the ingredients in
the first equation of (A.1) and requiring that it vanishes, we obtain the following con-
straint
Γ+
(
Γ12 − Γ56 − Γ78
)
σ3ǫ = 0 . (A.14)
Using the algebra of the Gammamatrices it is easy to check that squaring the quantity
inside the square brackets of (A.14) it is impossible to get the identity matrix. The
vanishing of the dilatino equation is only guaranteed with the projection
Γ+ǫ = 0 . (A.15)
Hence, the pp-wave of the Schrödinger background preserves 16 supercharges.
A.2 Gravitino equation
To determine the precise form of the Killing spinor we turn to the gravitino equation
in (A.1). We analyze it for each one of the frame components defined in (A.6).
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A.2.1 The δψ− component
The three-form H3 does not extend on the e
− direction, while the product of the five-
form F5 with Γ− vanishes, /F5 Γ− = /F5 Γ+ = 0. The only remaining contribution to the
gravitino equation in the e− direction is
δψ− = D− ǫ = ∂−ǫ = ∂vǫ = 0 . (A.16)
We conclude that the Killing spinor can only depend on the variables u and yi, i.e.
ǫ = ǫ(u, yi).
A.2.2 The δψi for i = 1, . . . , 8 components
We begin by writing explicitly the gravitino variation for each one of the eight trans-
verse components. Starting with the variation along the direction y1 we have
∂y1ǫ+
1
2
µmΓ−2σ3ǫ− i
4
ωΓ+
(
Π + Π′
)
Γ1σ
2ǫ = 0 , (A.17)
where we have defined
Π ≡ Γ1234 , Π′ ≡ Γ5678 . (A.18)
Using the algebra of the Gamma matrices and the chirality condition it is possible to
rewrite the last term of (A.17) as follows
− i
4
ωΓ+
(
Π + Π′
)
Γ1σ
2ǫ =
i
2
ωΓ+1Π σ2ǫ . (A.19)
Combining (A.17) and (A.19), we rewrite the equation that comes from the gravitino
variation along the direction y1 as follows
∂y1ǫ+
1
2
µmΓ+2σ3ǫ+
i
2
ωΓ+1Π σ2ǫ = 0 . (A.20)
The equation from the gravitino variation along the direction y2 is
∂y2ǫ−
1
2
µmΓ+1σ3ǫ+
i
2
ωΓ+2Π σ2ǫ = 0 . (A.21)
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The equations from the gravitino variation along the directions y3 and y4 are
∂y3ǫ+
i
2
ωΓ+3Π σ2ǫ = 0 , ∂y4ǫ+
i
2
ωΓ+4Π σ2ǫ = 0 . (A.22)
The equation from the gravitino variation along the direction y5 is
∂y5ǫ−
1
2
µmΓ+6σ3ǫ+
i
2
ωΓ+5Π′ σ2ǫ = 0 . (A.23)
The equation from the gravitino variation along the direction y6 is
∂y6ǫ+
1
2
µmΓ+5σ3ǫ+
i
2
ωΓ+6Π′ σ2ǫ = 0 . (A.24)
The equation from the gravitino variation along the direction y7 is
∂y7ǫ−
1
2
µmΓ+8σ3ǫ+
i
2
ωΓ+7Π′σ2 ǫ = 0 . (A.25)
The equation from the gravitino variation along the direction y8 is
∂y8ǫ+
1
2
µmΓ+7σ3ǫ+
i
2
ωΓ+8Π′ σ2ǫ = 0 . (A.26)
Since each one of the ∂yiǫ is proportional to the matrix Γ
+, acting with one more
derivative ∂yj on the equations (A.20) to (A.26) we obtain
∂yi∂yjǫ = 0 , i, j = 1, . . . , 8 . (A.27)
Then the Killing spinor is a linear function of the coordinates yi
ǫ =
(
1 + Γ+R
)
χ(u) , (A.28)
where we have defined
R = 1
2
µm
(
Γ1y2 − Γ2y1 − Γ5y6 + Γ6y5 − Γ7y8 + Γ8y7
)
σ3
− i
2
ω
( 4
∑
I=1
ΓIyIΠ +
8
∑
J=5
ΓJyJΠ
′
)
σ2 .
(A.29)
Note that, since Γ+ǫ = 0, we get from (A.28) that Γ+χ = 0 as well. In addition, since
Γ+ anticommutes withR we obtain that ǫ = χ.
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A.2.3 The δψ+ component
The last step of the analysis is the gravitino variation along the e+ direction. Since the
Killing spinor does not depend on v (A.16), the covariant derivative D+ becomes
D+ = ∂u − 1
2
Γ+T , (A.30)
where we have defined
T = ω2
8
∑
I=1
ΓIyI + µ
2m2
(
2Γ1y1 + 2Γ
2y2 + Γ
3y3 + Γ
4y4
+ 2 cos 2ωu
(
Γ1y1 − Γ2y2
)
+ 2 sin 2ωu
(
Γ2y1 + Γ
1y2
))
.
(A.31)
The equation from the gravitino variation along the direction e+ (recall that ǫ = χ(u))
is3
∂uχ− 1
2
µm
(
Γ12 − Γ56 − Γ78)σ3χ− i
2
ω
(
Π + Π′
)
σ2χ = 0 , (A.33)
where we have used that Γ+ and T anticommute so that D+χ = ∂uχ. Analyzing
the Killing spinor in a doublet of Majorana-Weyl spinors (A.3), namely χ1 and χ2,
we arrive to a coupled system of first order differential equations. Decoupling it we
obtain that
∂2uχ1 = Iχ1 , (A.34)
where the matrix I is given by
I = 1
4
(
µ2 m2
(
Γ12 − Γ56 − Γ78)2 − ω2(Π + Π′)2) . (A.35)
It can be shown that this matrix has only negative eigenvalues which we denote by
−λ2i . The most general solution for χ1 is
χ1 =
32
∑
i=1
Ai exp
(
i λi (u + ϕi)
)
χi0 . (A.36)
where χi0 are the corresponding eigenvectors of the matrix I . The sum is on the 32
eigenvalues/eigenvectors of the matrix I . The other component χ2 is obtained then
3We have used the condition
Γ−+ǫ =
(
1 + ΠΠ′
)
ǫ , (A.32)
coming from the chirality condition and (A.12).
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from (A.33) and has a similar form. An important restriction is that one should only
choose those eigenvectors that satisfy the projection (A.15), namely that Γ+χi0 = 0
which means that effectively the sum over i in (A.36) runs from 1 to 16.
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